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Spivak calculus on manifolds solutions manual

My solution to some of Spivak's exercises (I skip a couple of non-interesting finds). I do not guarantee accuracy. I hope any self-learner out there can benefit. Please send me feedback, corrections and discussions by email. Spivak's notation Spivak represents a point in the Euclide space as a line vector of text, but even if used in matrix equations (for
example, at the top of page 4), it can magically turn into a column vector. This can be confusing and it should be remembered that while reading a book, you should always think of vectors as points of abstract space rather than some sort of 'row' or 'column'. In addition, linear transformation matrices should always be considered \textit{matrices}, even if they
are \(n\times 1\) or \(1\time n\) matrices. To clarify this point, Spivak represents the point of \(\mathbf{R}^3\) as \(a, b,c)\, but linear computerized \(f\colon\mathbf{R}^3\right arrow \mathbf{R}\) is still a \(1\time 3\) matrix. This is particularly confusing in cases such as problem 2-13. My notation indicates matrix and linear transformation in capital letters. The i-th
row of matrix \(a\) is by \(A_{i,:}\) and the j-th column is by \(A_{:, j}\). 1- Euclidean Space 1-1\(\sum_i |x^i|) ^2 = \sum_i |x^i|^2 + r\), \(r\) is not negative. This is very large or the same as \(|x|^2 = \sum_i |x^i|^2\). 1-10 This result comes from several times in the book. \(T\) represents the \(n\times m\) matrix of linear transformations and set the n-dimension vector
with \(T_{i,:} \cdot h\) to the i-th entry. Thm 1-1 (4), \(\k_i\\\\\\leq \| T_{i,:\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\)) is the same as \(\leq m=Max{(T_{i,j})}}}}=\cdot \\\\\\\\\\\).\ Because this is independent of i, you can set \(M = nm=max{(T_{i,j}}}}} as problem 1-1. It can be two vectors, from 1-12 \(\mathbf{R}^n\) to \ (u^i eq v^i\). Then \(\phi_u (e_i) = u^i\) and \(\phi_v (e_i)=v^i\) so \(T\) is 1-1. It
is linear with the dual linearity of the dot product. The last part is followed by the fact that all injectable linear transitions also work. 1-13 에 의해 Thm 1-2 (5), \(|x+y|^2 = \sum_i (x^i+y^i)^2 = \sum_i (x^i)^^2(y^i)^2+(y^i)^2+(y^i)^2+^i===x|^2\langle x,y=rangle=|#2\langle x,y 1-14 Spivak의 정의에 의해, 세트는 열린 사각형의 합계인 경우 열립니다. 따라서 오픈 세트의 합
계도 간단하게 열립니다. 두 개의 열린 사각형의 교차점도 열린 사각형을 제공하기 때문에 유한 한 교차로가 열려 있습니다. 무한 카운터 예제의 경우 단일 톤 닫힌 집합인 \(\bigcup_{i=1}^\\\=\\\\\\\\\=\\\\\\\\,\\를 사용합니다. 1-19 를 보자 \(B = A\캡[0,1]\). 그런 다음 \(B\)는 두 개의 닫힌 집합의 교차점이므로 그 자체가 닫혀 있으며 추가경계가 있습니다. 코롤리 1-7에 의해, \(B\)는 컴팩트합
니다. 이제 일부 \(x \에서 [0,1], x 오틴 B\가 있다고 가정합니다. 그런 다음 \(\bigcup_{i=1}^\+(-1 ,x-1/i) \bigcup_{j=1}^\\\Inftier (x+1/j,2)\) is the open cover of \(B\). However, there are no finite subcurvers that contradict the compactness of \(B\). There are no boundaries in the 1-20 assumption \(\math{R}^n\). Then the public cover of \(\bigcup_{k=1^\\infty} (-k)^n=
(k,k)\time (-k,k)\cdots (-k,k,k)\) is a finite subcover, a non-contradictory \ (A\) public cover. Now assume that \(A\) is not closed - that is, there is a point \(xotin A\) on the \ (A\) boundary. \(U_k(x)\) is an open rectangle with a side length \(k\) around \(x\). Then \ (\bigcup_{k\in\mathbf{R}[\mathbf{R}=--Math{R}][\mathbf{R}^n-U_k(x)]\), the sum of the complements
of all these open rectangles is an open cover of \(A\) (the only point you don't include is \(x\)). However, if a finite subcover does not contain a subcover, there is a \(x\) neighbor, and this region has an intersection that is not empty with \(A\) because \(x\) is at the boundary. Assuming the 1-21 (a) premise is not true, and in any case \(d\), use an open rectangle
around the side of the length \(2d\). Because each rectangle contains a few points \(y\in A\), it is on the boundary of \(x\). However, \(A\) is closed and contains its own boundary, which is at the same time as the assumption \( xotin A\). (b) By (a), note that it already exists for a number \(d_y\), such as \(|y-x= \geq d\) for all \(a\to x\). We just have to prove d_y
the same \(&gt;0\) is the smallest. Compliments \(A'\) now open because \(A\) is closed. \(B \subset A'\), so for \(b\), you can find an open rectangle separated from \(U_y\). Because all these open rectangles form the cover of a compact set \(B\), there is a finite subset \(\{U_{y_1}, U_{y_2},...,U_{y_N}\\\)) covers. Now select \(d\) as half the largest side length of
these rectangles. (c) \(A\) set \(\{(x,y) | y \leq log(x)\\\)) and \(B\) reflect along the y-axis. The two sets are closed, but there are no boundaries, and the distance between them randomly takes on a low value. The complement of 1-22 \(U\) is closed and separated from \(C\), so you can find a non-0 distance \(d\) between sets by problem 1-21. Now cover each
point of \(C\) with an open ball \(d/2\) in radius and use a finite sub cover \(\hat{D}\). By construction, all points on this subclas are at least \(d/2\) away from the complement of \(U\). Therefore, closed \(D\) is also included in \(U\) and is a finite combination of closed sets. It also has a boundary and contains \(C\) by configuration. 1-26 (a) Take all lines \(Axe
by=0, b\in\{0,1\}\)). If \(\leq 0\) or \(b=0\), the entire line is in \(\mathbf{R}^2-A\). Now consider the case of \(&gt;0, b=1\). The lines then intersect with the analogy \(y=x^2\) and \(x=0\text{and } x=a\). Therefore, there is a gap on the line corresponding to the set \(-1,a)\. (b) \(f(0,0)=0\) but sequence \(x_i),x_i =(1/i, \(x_i\rightarrow(0,0)\) - So \(f\) is not consecutive in
\(0\), whereas a constant value of 1 is constant (in a simple way). For all sequences, \((t_i)\right arrow 0\), \(g_h(t_i)\\)) consists of values of \(f\) along a specific line. However, since all of these sequences converge to 0 in (a) above, let's show that \(g_h\) is consecutive to 0. 1-29 This is an important fact. Assume that \(f\) has no minimum or maximum. Then\
(f(A)\\) has no boundaries. However, because \(f\) is continuous, \(f(A)\) must be compact, so it must be closed and bounded. 2 - Differentiation 2-1 \(0 = \lim_{h\rightarrow 0} \frac{|f(a+h)-f(a)-Df(a)(a)(a)(a)(a)(h)} {|h|} \geq \lim_{h\Right Arrow 0}\frac{f(a+h)-f(a)=}} {|h|} -\lim_{h\Right Arrow 0}\frac{| Df(a)(h)=} {|h|} \geq \lim_{h\Right Arrow 0} \frac{f (a+h)-f(a)=}}
{|h|} - M_a\), where \(M_a\) is an unspecified scalar by problem 1-10. From this \ (0=\lim_{h\right arrow 0}|h | M_a converges on \geq \lim_{h\rightarrow 0}|f(a+h)-f(a)=\)) and squeeze cleanup, \(f(a+h)\)) 2-4 (a) Note \(h)= |tx |g (x/|x|) =t|x|g (x/|x|) \) \(t&gt;0\), \(h(0)=0\), \(h) )(t) = -|tx|g (x/|x|) =t|x |g (x/|x|) \) \(b) \(g\) if it is the same, \(f\) and its derivatives are the
same. Otherwise, assuming \(Df (0,0)\) exists, \[lim_{(h,0)\right arrow (0,0)\frac{{f(h,0)-f() 0) - Df (0,0)(h,0)}}} {|h|} =0\] and \[lim_{(0,k)\Right Arrow (0,0) )}\frac{{=f(0,k)-f(0,0)-Df (0,0,k)}}} {|k|} =0.\] But\ (f)0)=f(h,0) = f(0,k) = 0\) for all \(h,k\), and linearity of \(Df(0,0), These two imply \(Df(0,0)(1,0)=0\) and \(Df (0,0)=0,0=0). Again, linearity, which provides a 0
derivative at \(0,0)\). However, you can find (non-zero) \(x\) such as \(g(x) eq 0\). If you take this from (a) to \(x\), there is a \(Dh(0)=0\) that contradicts \(Dh(0) = f(x) eq 0\). Another way to reach contradictions is to link zero derivatives to the definition: \(\lim_{h\rightarrow 0}\frac{{(h)}} {|h|} = \lim_{h\right arrow 0}\frac{{|h| g (h\=h|) =}} {|h|} = \lim_{h\Right Arrow
0}|g (h/|h|)| \) but if \(g\) is not constant, this limit does not exist (0 by description of \(g\). 2-5 \(\Math{R}^2\) and Definition \(a/|) = \frac{a^1}{{{|a|} \frac{|a^2|} {|a|} \). Let's meet all the requirements for questions 2-4 and \(f(x,y) = | x,y)=g\left (\frac{(x,y)}{{| x,y)=} \right)\) as desired. If a 2-6 derivative exists, you can show that it must be \(Df(0,0)=0\), as in question
2-4. But for example \(\lim_{t\right arrow 0}\frac{\sqrt{{t=0}}}}}}}}} {| (t,t)=} =\frac{\sqrt{2}}{2}\), contradiction. 2-7 We have a derivative of \(0\) of 0, that is, \(\lim_{h\rightarrow 0} \frac{=f(h)-f(0)}}}}}}}}}}]]]]][]} [:]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]{f(h)-f (0)}}}}} {|h|} = 0\). The following are \(f(0) = 0\) next \(\lim_{h\right arrow 0}\frac{{f(h)==}}}: {|h|} \leq \lim_{h\rightarrow
0}\frac{{h|} 2}{{h|} = 0\), so the limit by cleanup is equal to 0. 2-8 The evidence is not very illuminating and is later: After all. \(\lim_{h\rightarrow 0} \frac{f(a+h)-f(a)-f'(a)-f'(a)-f'(a)-f' (a)-f' (f'(a)\]]]] to distinguish between 2-9 (a) \(f\). \(g+h) = \(g\) must be defined, such as f(a)+f'(a)h\). \[g(x) = f(a)+f'(a)(a)(h-a)\] works well enough. For Converse, assume \
[\lim_{h\rightarrow 0}\frac{f(a+h)- (a_0+a_1 (a+h))}{h} =0,\]]] for some \(a_0,a_1\). Then \(\lim_{h\right arrow 0}\right arrow 0}\frac{f(a+h)-a_0 a_1 h}{h}= 0,\) \\\lim_{h\rightarrow 0}\-frac {f(a+h)-a_0}-{h}=a_1.\a_0] Therefore, the above equation is satisfied only in the case and in the case of \(a_0 =f(a), f'(a) = a_1.\) 2-10. , for example, carefully write functions in
terms of projection and function composition: (a) \(f = \\circ \pi^1 \cdot \pi^2)\\\\pi^\\\\\\\\\\\)) by the cleanup of this section, \(f'(a,b,c) = \exp' (\ln{a}\cdot b)[\ln{a} (0, 1, 0)+\frac{b}{a}(1,^0)] = b (\frac{b}}, \ln{a}, 0) (b},b{b},0). []}. []][]}[]][]][].] [][].] []][],0)./f},\l{a},a},b{b},0).}. ,0)\). (b) The first row of Thm 2-3(3) is the same as (a), so \[f'(a,b,c) = \start{pmatrix} ba^{b-1} and
\ln{a}\cdot a^b &amp; 0\\ 0 and 0 and 1\{End pmatrix}. \] (c) \(f = \sin\circ (\pi^1 \cdot\sin \pi^2)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\),, thus \Start {Sort*} f' (a,b) &amp; = \sin{b}[\sin{b})[a\sin' (b)(0).[ a\sin'(b)(0).. 0 , 1, 0)+Sin{b}(1, 0,0)]\\\\\\\\\\\;=\sin{b}[\sin{b}),\sin{b}, a\sin' (b),0]\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\=\\\=\s{b}\cos{,a\s{b}},a\cos{}}.c}}. Allow \end{align*} (d) \(y,z) = \sin{(y\sin{z}}}}\). Then \
(f = \sin\circ [\pi^1 \cdot g \circ (\pi^2, \pi^3]\)) and we already know \(g'\) from the above problem 2-10(c).\ So \start{sort*} f' (a,b,c) &amp;amp; = \cos{(a\sin{(b\sin{c}}}}}} (1, 0, 0)g (b,c)+ a\cdot \cdot \Start {pmatrix} 0 &amp; 0\\ 0 &amp;amp; 0 &amp; 1\end{pmatrix]\\ \\cos{(a\sin{(b\sin{c}}}}}} (b,c)}}(b,c)}}(b,c)}(g),b,c) (b,c).. c). Similar to \end{align*} (e), let's look
at \(g(y,z) = y^z\) and \(f = \exp \circ \ln\\\\pi^1\cdot g \cdot (\pi^2, \pi^3)\)\) as shown in problem 2-10(a). The rest of the calculations are automatic. (f) Use \(g\) as above and use \(f = g \circ (\pi^1, \pi^2+\pi^3)\))) (g) Use \(g\) as above and use \(f = g \circ (\pi^1+\pi^2, \pi^3)\). (h) \(f = \sin\circ (\pi^1 \cdot \pi^2)\) and \(f,b) = \cos{(ab)}[(0,a)+(b,0)] = =(b\cos{(ab)},
\cos{(ab))).\).) (i) My version of the book is very unreadable here, but \(f = g \circ (\sin \pi^1 \cdot \pi^2, \cos \circ [??]) \), where \(g\) is defined as in question 2-10(e). (j) Thm 2-3(3) and directly from the above problem are as follows: We get \[f'(a,b, c) = \start {pmatrix}b\cos{(ab)} and \cos{(ab)\\\ \sin{b}\cos{.b(a\sin{)}
and\cos{b}\cos{(a\sin{b}})\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\cdot a^b\end{pmatrix}. \] 2-11 Definition \(Int(x) = \int_a^x g\), and basic cleanup of calculus (for example, Apostol's Cleanup 5.1), \(DInt(x) = g(x)\))). Then there is (a) \(f = Int\circ (\pi^1+\pi^2)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\(f'(x,y) = Int'(x,y)\cdot (1,1) = (g (x+y), g (x+y)))\). (b) \(f = Int\circ(\pi^1\cdot \pi^2)\\\ (c) \(h(x,y,z) = \sin
(x\sin(y\sin(y\sin(z))))))))))))).\). Problem 2-10(d) already knows \(h'\). Then \ (f = Int \circ h - Int\circ (\pi^2\cdot \pi^1)\\))) by any default properties (see, for example, various clean-ups of apostol 1.* ). Therefore, \(f'(x,y,z) = g (h (x, y, z)))h' (x, y, z) - (yg(xy), xg (xy), xg(xy), 0)\)).\).). 2-12 (a) For all vectors \(a=(a=(a^1,...,a^N)\\) there is. ^{i_1}, if you can select \
(i\)^{i_2},...,a^{i_k})]). Therefore, you can bind the sequence of problems to a sequence with a limit of 0, as follows: {| (h,k)}} &amp;\leq \frac{1}{k|}| f(h,k)| = \frac{1}{k|} \bigl|\sum_{j=1}^m k^j f(h,e_j)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\leq \fr ac{1}{{=k| \bigl |\sum_{j=1}^m |k | f (h,e_j)\bigr\\\\\\\\\leq \frac{|k|} {|k|} \sum_{j=1}^m |f(h,e_j)=, \End{Sort*} So \(\lim_{(h,k)\Right Arrow
0}\frac{f(h,k)=}} {| (h,k)}} \leq \lim_{(h,k)\Right Arrow 0}\sum_{j=1}^m|f(h,e_j)==sum_{j=1}^m|f(0,e_j)| = 0\). (b) You can verify that the equations that define derivatives are maintained: \start{sort*} \lim_{(h,k)\right arrow 0}\frac{|f (x+h, y+k)-f(x,y)-f(a,y)+f(x,b)]}}}}}}} (h,k)}} \lim_{(h,k)\Right Arrow 0}\frac{|f(x, y)+f(x, k)+f(h,y)+f(h,k)-f(x,y)-f (a,y)-f(x,y)-f (x,b)}}}}} (h,k)}}
\\ \\ \lim_{(h,k)\Right Arrow 0}\frac{{f(h,k)|} {| (h,k)}} \\ &amp; = 0. It is easy to determine if \end{align*} (c) \(p\) is bilinear. Then, in applied to \(f=p\) in (b) above, we have \(Dp(a,b)(x,y) = p(a,y)+p(x,b) = ay+bx\, as in Thm 2-3. You can easily see if the 2-13 internal product IP is bilinear, so you can apply problem 2-12. (a)\(D(IP)(a,b)(x,y) = IP (a,y)+IP(x,b) =
\wrangle a,y\wrangle + \wrangle b, x \wrangle\) (because the internal product is symmetrical). In the definition of this and matrix vector multiplication, we get \(IP)' (a,b) = (b, a)\). (b) \(h = IP \circ(f, g)\)) by applying chain rules\start{sort*}h' (a) &amp;amp; = IP'(f)(a),f)))\cdot \{pmatrix}f'(a)\\g' (a)\\\g'(a)\\g'\end{pmatrix\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\****
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\a;&amp;=g(a), f(a))))\cdot \Start{pmatrix}f' () a)\\\--g'(a)\end{pmatrix\\\\\\\\\\==\langle g(a), f'(a)^T\Wrangle + \Wrangle f(a), g'^T\Wrangle, \end{align*} The last line follows the definition of the internal
product. (c) \(|x|^2 = \(x\) for \(\,langle x, x\rangle\) and later, Certain normative assumptions are \===\=\langle f't, T, f(t) \Wrangle + \Wrangle f(t), f'(t)^T\rangle\\\&amp;=2\langle f'(t) (t)^T,'t) provided by \[IP' (f(t), f(t)]]]] \end{align*} (d) We can simply use \(f)(t)=t\) (\(=t|\) cannot be distinguished by 0. This is really but does not fit the rest of the problem... 2-16 We
have \(Df\circ f^-1} = D(id)\) and chain rule \(f^{-1}(f^{-1})) (f^{-1})' (a{1}) for \(\mathbf{1}\). This directly means equality in question; 2-17,2-18 These are just a series of one-dimensional eruptions using the definition of partial derivatives; the most important insight is how easy it is to perform these calculations than directly. Chain rules, such as questions 2-10. \
(1,y)=0\) because it is constant at 2-19 \D_2f(f (1,y) = 1\). 2-20 (a) \(D_1f(x,y) = h(y)Dg(x)\), \(D_2f(x,y) = g(x)Dh(y)\\). (b) using chain rules\(D_1f(x,y) = h(y)g(x){h(y)-1}Dg(x)\), \(D_2f(x,y) = g(x)^{h(y)}\ln{(g)}}}}}\\).]]] (e) Again using the chain rule, \(D_1f(x,y) = D_2f (x,y) = Dg (x+y)\)).). The first term of the 2-21 (a) sum is independent of \(y\), and the derivation
(y) of the second term is the same as \(g_2(x,y)\) by the basic theorem of calculus. (b) This question is not clear. The function \[ f(x,y) = \int_0^x g_1 (t,y)\, dt + \int_0^y g_2 (0,t)\\\\\!dt\]] is similar and provides the desired result, for example \[f(x,y) = \int_0^x g_1 (t,y)d +h)]. (c) \[f(x,y) = \int_0^x t\, dt+\int_0^y t\, dt\, dt\]] on the first condition and \[f(x,y) = xy\]] for
the second condition. Allow 2-22 \(D_2f = 0\). Then, one variable calculus (especially the average value cleanup, see apostol, for example) \(f(x,y_1) = f (x,y_2)\)) all \(y_1,y_2\). That is, \(f\) is independent of the second variable. If you add D_1f =0\), the simmilar inference constants \(f\) in both variables. Allow 2-23 (a) \((x_1,y_1)\) and \((x_2,y_2)\) as two
points in \(A\). The value of \(D_1f=0\) is particularly constant along \(l_1 = \{(x,y_1)=x\mathbf{R}\\) and \(l_2 =\{(x,y_2)] and \mathbf{R}\\\).) We have \(-1,y_1) = f (x_1,y_1), f (-1,y_2) = f (x_2,y_2)\). \(D_2f=0\) We also have a schedule in \(f\) because we need to have \(-1,y_1)=f(-1,y_2)\. (b) The line \(x\geq 0, y=0)\) is not in the domain, so the average value
cleanup does not necessarily hold the spacing of the forms \[x,y_1], [x,y_2], x\geq 0, y_10\). For example, the functions \[f(x,y) = \start{case} 0 and \text{if } x0\\ -x &amp;amp; Let's look at \text{if } x\geq 0, y 2-25 first \(xeq 0\). Some \(f^{(i)}(x)\)) becomes the product of the power function and the sum of the exponents \(e^-x^-{-2}\\), all of which are
differentiatable, so it is easy to induce that the product has derivatives of all orders in \(xeq 0\) by product rules and chain rules \(f\). \(x=0\) from \start{sort*} f'(0) = \lim_{h\rightarrow 0}\frac{f(h)}{h} }=\lim_{h\right arrow 0}\frac{1/h}{e^{{{{{{{{{-2}}lim_\\\\\\\\\\\\\\^-2}{-2h^-{-2h^-3}e^{h^{-2}}\\\\\\\\\\\=0.5\lim_{h\right arrow 0} h e^{-1/h^2} = 0, \end{sort*} where we got the
second line using the rules of L'Hospital. Calculation \(f'(0)\) L'Hostpital's rule required twice: \start{sort*} f'(0) = \lim_{h\right arrow 0}\frac{f'(h)}{h} \frac{2h^-3}e^{-2}}{-{-{-2}}{{h}\\\\\\\\\\\lim_{h\right arrow 0}e^-h^{-2}} = 0. Because \end{align*} \(f^{(i)}\) has proven that it is differentiated, it must be persisted by problem 2-1, so \(C^\in f\\\\) should persist as desired. \
(g(x)\), a function described in questions 2-26 (a) 2-25 Then do this for \(-1,1)\) interval, \(f(x) = g (x-1)g (x+1)\\). Because \(g\) can be infinitely distinguished at that interval, it can be infinitely distinguished from \(-1,1)\ by product rules and induction \(f\). For \(x \in(-\in+,-1) \cup (1,\infty)\\) \ (f\), make sure that the derivative is in \(1,-1\). For example, for \(x=1\)
\start{sort*} \lim_{h\rightarrow 1} \frac{g(h+1)}}}{h}}{h}/g(2)\lim_{h\rightarrow 0} g(h)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ (b) \(h(x) = f\bigl (\frac{2}{\epsilon}(x-1)\bigr)\))). Then \(h\) is positive for \((0,\epsilon)\) and elsewhere at 0,
and the chain rule is in \(C^\infty\). Now consider \(h)= \int_0^x h/\int_0^\epsilon h\). For \(x\leq 0\) and \(x\geq\epsilon\), it is easy to see \(H)(x)=0\). In addition, \(H^({i)}(x) = h^{(i-1)}}(x)\) for \(x\geq 1\) by the basic theorem of the calculus , \(C^\in H\\). It is easy to see that (c)\(c+0:0:) is positive only for specified rectangles and 0 elsewhere, depending on
product and chain rules. (d) \(U_x\) becomes an open rectangle around \(c\) to set \(U_x \subsetneq A\). You can then select a finite subcurver \(U_{x_1}, U_{x_m}}) of the compact \(a\). Set \(f\) to the sum of the forms given in questions 2-26(c) above, positive for \(U_{x_m}\), and 0 elsewhere. Because \(c^\infty\) is the sum of functions that can be infinitely
differentiated (it must be compact because you cannot apply differentiated total rules to sums that cannot be calculated). Also, if \(a\g\geq 0\) is 0 and \(\bigcup_{i} \bar{U_{x_i}\) (\(A\) is used again, it is an external 0. (e) You must display only for some \(f(x) \geq \epsilon\) and only for \(\epsilon &gt; 0\) (A\ to x\). This is true for continuous functions in questions
1-29. The hint completes the problem. 2-28 In each case, \(a\) is the value of the component function, as shown in the example in the book. Then (a)\Start{Sort*} D_1F (x,y) &amp;amp; = D_1f (a)k(y)(x)+D_2f(x)\\ D_2F (x,y) and =D_2f(a)g(x)(y)+D_2f(a)k' (y). \end{align*} (b) \start{align*} D_1F (x,y,z) &amp;amp; = D_1f (a)g' (x+y)\\\ D_2F (x,y,z) &amp;amp; =
D_1f (a)g' (x,y,y) + D_2f(a)h' (y+z)\\ D_3F (x, y, z) and =D_2f(a)h). h).............................. \end{align*} (c) \start{sort*} D_1F (x,y,z) and =D_1f(a)yx^{y-1}+D_3f(a)x^z\l n{x}\\ D_2F (x,y,z) and =D_1f (a) x^y\ln{y}+D_2f(a)zy^{z-1}\\ D_3F (x,y,z) &amp;; = D_2f (a)y^z\ln{z}+D_3f(a)xz^{x-1}. \end{align*} (d) \Start{Sort*} D_1F (x,y) and =D_1f(a)+D_2f(a)g)(x)+D_3f
D_1h(x,y)\\ D_2F (x, y)\\ D_2F (x,y)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\D_2F (x,y) &amp;amp; = D_3f (a) D_2h (x, y). \end{align*} 2-29 (a) follows directly from the definition of the partial derivative. (b) Let's look at \(D_{tx}f(a) = \lim_{s\right arrow 0}\frac{f (a+s\:tx)-f(a)}{s}\)). You can replace \(u=st\) to get \[D_{tx}f(a) = \[D_{tx}f(a) = \lim_{u\rightarrow 0}\frac{f(a+ux)f(a)}{{(u/t)=tD_xf(a)\]]] \[0 =\lim_{h\rightarrow 0}\frac{f(a)-Df(a)h}{h}. \] \(h\right arrow 0\) for all sequences. = \lim_{t\right arrow 0}\frac{f(a+tx)-f(a)-tDf(a)x}{t|x|} \\ &amp; = \frac{1}{{|x|} lim_{t\rightarrow 0 }\Right Arrow 0}\frac{f(a)}{t}-Df(a)x, \end{align*} This is the same for \(D_xf)(a) = Df(a)x\))) and holds the same for \(x=0\). The linearity of the directional
derivative is now in the linearity of \(Df(a)\).2-31: (0=Dg_h (0) = D_hf (0,0)\)))).). Of course, in this case, \(f\) cannot continuously differentiate without a derivative at the boundary of \(A\). To determine if you can distinguish between 2-32 (a) \(f\) calculate derived identity: \[f'(0) = \lim_{h\rightarrow 0} \frac{f(h)}{h}=\lim_{h\right arrow 0}h\h\sin{frac{1}{h}} =0,\] Last
equal It is leading to \(\(\\sin{1/h}{1}{1}). (b) This is completely similar to (a). You can also rewrite \(f\) for \(z\in\mathbf{R}_++\) = *z=z=_z={1}_______________________}__}._________________ \). 2-33 Continuity is used twice in evidence. First, applying average value cleanup requires continuity of \(g_i(x):=f(xa^1,...,a^{i-1}, x, a^{i+1},...,a^n) for each \(i\)
guaranteed by the presence of partial derivatives. Second, the last equality of evidence is sum_ lim_ based on the continuity of the derivation. D_if (c_i)-D_if(a)=0\] \[D_if(c_i)\Right Arrow D_if(a)\]] \[c_i\Right Arrow a.\] \geq 2\) only, \start{sort*} \lim_{h\rightarrow 0}\frac{f(a)\sum_{i=1}nD_if(a)\\cdot h^i|} {|h|} &amp;\leq \lim_{h\Right Arrow 0}\frac{1}{{=h}|| f(c_1)f(a)-D_1f(a)\cdot h^1|\lim_{h\right arrow 0}\sum_{i=2}^n| D_if (c_i)-D_if(a)\\\\\\leq\lim_{h\rightarrow 0}\biggl|\frac{f(c_1)-f(a)}{h^1}\D_1f (a)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\lim_{h\Right Arrow 0}} D_1f(a)-D_1f(a)=\\\ 0. \end{align*} 2-34 For all \(\mathbf{R}^n\) \ (h\colon \mathbf{R}\\\right arrow \mathbf{R}^n, h(t)=tx\))). Then \(g\colon \mathbf{R}\right arrow \mathbf{R}, g = f\circ h\).
\Start {Sort*} g' (1) &amp;&amp; in chain rules = f'(x)\cdot h' (1)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\D_if sum_\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ There is also \(g(t)=t^mf(x)\) that provides \(g'(1) = mf(x)\)) directly from the product rule in the homogenity of
\end{align*} \(f\). As with question 2-34, the derivative of \(h_x(t)\) is \(h_x)=\sum_{i=1}^nx^iD_if(tx)\). Because noe dimension integration is a linear operation (see apostol, for example), {linear*} f(x) &amp;amp;\int_0^1h_x\int_0^1\sum_{i=1} Select \n x^iD_if (tx)dt\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\=sum_{i=0^i^i 1D_if^int_0 int_0). \End{Sort*} Now, \(g_i (x) = 2-36 The inverse function
cleanup exists for any \(y\in f(A)\) open set \(W_y \subset f(A)\), which exists for an open set\(W_y\subset f(A)\\) such as \(W_y\)) that proves that \(f(a)\) is open. In addition, \(f\) has continuous reversals in some open sets \(V_{f^-1}}}}i f^{-1}(y)\) to \(W_y\)). If \(W_{y_1}, W_{y_2}) overlap, all you have to do is indicate that the value of the inverse function
agrees. \(f\) has a local station \(g\colon W_{y_1}\right arrow V_1\) and a local station \(h\colon W_{y_2}\right arrow V_2\). There are some \(W_{y_1}\cap W_{y_2}\ \(a=g(y), b=h(y), and aeq b\). Therefore, \(f\) has a global inversion \(f^-1}\) in \(A\) that ift provides locally. The local station agrees with all open subsets of \(f^-1}) because the derivatives provided
by the IFT must also be agreed. Assume the contradiction that 2-37 (a) \(f\) is injectable. Then, if \(D_2f(x,y)=0\) is open\(D_1f(x,y)eq 0\text{}(x,y)\\) then \((x,y)\) - otherwise it must be the maximum value that contradicts the inject rate of \((x,y)\). Therefore, we can assume without loss of generality \[D_1f(x,y)eq 0\text {}(x,y)\for A, A - \text {open }.\] now
consider the function \(x,y) = (f(x,y),y)\\). Its derivatives are not zeroed out with \[g'(x,y)=\start{pmatrix}D_1f(x,y) and D_2f(x,y)\\ 0 and 1\end{pmatrix}\]. Therefore, \(g\) is a form discussed in questions 2-36 and has a inverse to the open set \(g) = \{(f(x,y), (x,y), (x,y), (x,y)\to A\}\). However, this is not possible: for some \(x,y)\, \(f(x,y)=b\). Then \(x,y) = (b,y)\) so
the function \(g^{-1}\) is not defined at any point that implies \(f,z)=b\) implying that \(f\) is injection. (b) Similar to the above, some open sets \(A\) must have \(a D_1f(a^1,...,,...,a^n)eq 0\) for all \(a:=(a^1,...,a^n)\). Then the functions \(a^1,...,a^n) = (f),a^{n-m},...,a^n).\) their derivatives are \[\start{pmatrix}D_1f(a) and D_2f(a) and (a) D_3f (a) and \cdots &amp;
D_nf(a)\\ 0 &amp;amp; 0 &amp; \\\\ \vdots &amp;amp; \\ 0 &amp;amp; \\\cdots &amp;amp; 1 \end{pmatrix}, \] There are determinings that do not have zeros. The rest of the evidence is (a) completely similar to the one above. For \(m 2-38 (a) \(f\) (there are no derivatives everywhere), you can apply this. assume \(x_1) = f (x_2), x_1eq x_2\). Then, by MVT, we
have \(f'(a)=0\), a contradiction for a point \(a\in(x_1,x_2)\\\). (b) Derived matrix is \[\start{pmatrix}e^x\cos{x}&amp;e^x\sin{y}\e^x\sin{y} and e^x\cos{y}\ending {pmatrix},\] his determinist \(\(\det) {f'(x,y)}=e^2{x}.\\\\\\\\.\\.\\.\.\\\\,e But not for trigonometric's cycle-by-cycle \(x,y+2\\\\) \(f(x,y+2\\pi)\\). If 2-39 \(0\) is continuously undes sensitive, checking proceeds
similarly to problem 2.32. \(f)(0)=1/2\) It is easy to see that ift can be applied if you did not need a continuous derivative. However, for all \(x &gt; 0\), there is \(f'(x) = 1/2\cos{1/x}+2x\sin{1/x}\). Derived functions are continuous in \(x&gt;0\) and have a value of 0 at the point where there is a negative and positive second derivative: randomly well for a small \(x\)

approximate \(1/2\cos{1/x}\). Therefore, \(f\) cannot be inverted around the origin, with the local maximum and minima randomly close to 0. Note 2-41: Assume that the function is in \(C^\=\) (enough to assume double consecutive differentiation). (a) Consider the function \(D_2f:\mathbf{R}^2\right arrow \mathbf{R}\). You can continuously distinguish by 0 of \(x,
c(x)\) and \(D_2 D_2f)(x, c)))) by assumption. Therefore, implicit function cleanup is applied directly and ensures that \(c\) can be distinguished. To calculate derivatives, separate \[0=D_2f (x,c))]] on both sides. With chain rules, \Start{Sort*} 0 &amp;amp; = D_1 (D_2f)(x, c))\\\\\\\\\\;==D_{2,1}f(x,c))))+D_{2,2}f(x,c))))) (x)\\\\\\\\\\means c'(x)=\frac{D_{2,1}f(x, c)}}
{D_{{2,2}f (x,c(x)}}} After \end{align*} (b) \(c'(x)=0\), above \(D_{2,1}f(x,y)=0\)) (a) is as follows: (y=c(x)\\) that is\ (y\)) that is, D_2f (x,y)=0\). (c) Perform appropriate differentiation and boundary buoyaning, remembering that cleanup 2-6 applies to the above results (a,b). Consider 3-1 partitions \(P=(0,1/2,1),(0,1))\).). 그런 다음 \(L(f,P) = U(f,P) = 0.5\) 즉(코롤리3-2
를 통해) \(\sup{L(f,P)} = \inf{U(f,P)}\) - 따라서 함수는 통합할 수 없으며 \\(int_{[0,1]\\]]=0.0]=0.5]=0.5]=0.5]=0.0=0.5]==0.5]==0.0=0.0=0.0=0.0==0.0=0.0==0.0=0.0============================================================================================================================================= 3-2 \
(x_1,\cdots,x_N\)를 \(x_i)eq g(x_0)\))))와 \(\델타 = \최대{=f(x_i)-g(x_i)}}}]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]라고 할 수 있도록 합니다. \). You can leave \(P\) as a partition and thanks to Lemma 3-1, you can assume that \(P\) is sufficient to enclose each \(x_i\) in a separate rectangle \(S_i\). Finally, release \(\epsilon = \max{v (S_i)}}} Then \Start{Sort*} | L (f,P)-L (g,P)| &amp;\leq
N\Delta\Epsilon\\ | U (f,P)-U (g,P)| &amp;\leq N\delta\epsilon\\ \end{align*} So that \(x_i\) is enclosed in a small rectangle, the lower and upper totals of \(g\) can be arbitrarily close to \(\f). This means that with the integration of \(f\), \(g\) can be integrated into \(A\) and has the same integrity. 3-3 Easy, just follow the definition. 3-4 \(f|_S)\)) cannot be integrated
for all \(S\))\(\Delta (f,P) = \max_S{U (f|_S,S)-L (f|_S,S)}}) \(N\)) In \(P\) we have \(f,P)-L(f,P) \leq N\Delta (f,P).\), so if we refine \(P\), we can get \(\Delta\) so that it is arbitrarily small, and \(f\) can be integrated. For other orientations, \(f\) can be integrated, but assumes some sub-rectangles \(S\). = \delta &gt; 0.\) Then, for partition \(P\), you must have \(F,P) L(f,P) \geq \delta\) - otherwise you can refine the partition \(P\) as \(P\) by adding a boundary of \(S\). However, this implies a contradiction between \(\inf{U(f|_S,S\in P)}-\sup{L(f _S|, S\in P)} &lt; U(f,P)- L(f,P) - L(f,P) &lt; \delta,\). 3-5 \(f,g\) cannot be integrated, so \(\int_A f = \inf{U(f,P)}\) and \(\int_A g = \inf{U(f,P)}.\) but all partitions \(P\), \start{sort*} U (f,P)
&amp; = \sum_S M_S(f) v(S)\\\\leq\sum_S M_S(g) v(S)\\\leq\\sum_S M_S(g)).\\\\\).\). \.\). \end{align*} 3-6 Entren (P\) is partitioned. Then all sub rectangles \(S\), \[M_S(f) - m_S (f) \geq | M_S (f)|-m_S (f)| = M_S (|f |) - m_S (|f|). \] This does not represent \(U(f,P) - L(f,P) \geq U(f|,P) - L(|f|, P)\) and \(=f=\). In addition, \Start{Sort*} \Left|\int_Af\Right| &amp;=
\left|\inf{U (f,P)}\Right|\\\\\\\\\=\====sum_S M_S(f)v(S)\Right|} \\ \\leq \inf{\sum_S \left| M_S(f)\right |\v(S)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\int_A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\left\\f\f\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\end{align*} 3-7 Note that for all partitions \(P\), it will be \(m_S(f) = 0\), so it is sufficient to show that for small rectangles\
(M_S(f)v(S)\) is randomly close to 0. For natural number \(q\), partition \[P=\bigl (0,1/q,2/q,\cdots,\cdots,(q-1)/q,1),(0,1)\bigr).\] \(p/q, (p/q, (p-1)/q], p&lt;\\) Therefore, for all squares of this partition, we can arbitrarily select \[M_S(f)v(S) = 1/q^2.\] \(q\) arbitrarily largely, so we have shown that the supersymede of \(f\) is arbitrarily close to the low sum for the
appropriate partition, and therefore \(f\) cannot be integrated. Also\Start{Sort*} \int_{[0,1]\\Time [0,1]} f &amp;amp; = \inf{U(f),P)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\inf_q\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\inf_q{\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\inf_q{q(1/q^2)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\Assume that 3-9 (a) \(U\) is an infinite set of \
(\mathbf{R}^n\) and that there is content 0. (b) \(\mathbf{N}\) as a (closed) set of all natural numbers. There is a measurement of 0 because it can be arranged in order. However, it is not constrained, so you cannot have 0 by (a) above. The boundary of 3-10 (a) \(C\) belongs to the closure, which by definition means that the boundary belongs to all closed sets
containing \(C\). If \(S_1,\cdots,S_N\) is a cover of \(C\) by a closed set, it is a closed set (a finite sum of closed sets) and contains \(C\), so does the boundary. (b) \(C\) as a set of all the other numbers contained in the interval \[0,1]\). I saw that this set has a measurement of 0. However, the boundary is a full interval and there are no measures. 3-11 We
assume that for any \(\epsilon\) we can cover the boundary with covers such as closed gaps such as \(\sum_i l_i-k_i \leq \epsilon\), [k_1,l_1], [k_2,l_2], \cdots\). However, by problem 1-18, the boundary of \(A\) is \([0,1]-A\), so \(A = [0,1]\\text{boundary}A\). Therefore, there is a sum_i b_i (a_i-a_i) = 1\epsilon\). The result of 3-12 hints follows easily in question
1-30. It can be used to indicate that \(f\) can order discrete points in order. By Theorem 1-10, \(f\) is discontinuous in \(a\) if the vibration is non-zero. Therefore, you can take a finite set of \(x\) such as\ (o,x) &gt; 1/n\) for each \(i\in 1,2,\cdots\). A finite set measures 0, so Theorem 3-4 means results. 3-13 (a) Treat each rectangle as a finite sequence\
(((a_1,b_1,a_2,b_2,\cdots, a_n,b_n)\, with a positive integer coefficient between the rectangle and vector set because you can order a k_2 k_1 number of different numbers. k_{2n})) only need to sort this set. Now for all \(N_j\in 1,2\cdots\), there is only a finite number of these vectors with \(\sum_i k_i \leq N_j\). By cleanup 3-4, therefore, a set of these vectors
measures 0. (b) The hint resolves the issue. 3-14 \(B_f\) and \(B_g\) become a set of points where \(f\) and \(g\) are discontinuous. Obviously, \(f\dot g\) can only be discontinuous in \(x\), continuity in \(g\), or \(f\) as \(g)\\\). Therefore, the measurement is a set of 0 B_ \(B_{f\dot g}\subset B_f \B_g\) of the measurement. Questions 3-15 3-9(a), \(C\) are subsets
of some closed rectangles \(A\) because they are bounded sets. By problem 3-10(a), the boundary of \ (C\) has content 0, so you measure 0, so \(C\) can be measured jordan. Because \(C\) has content 0, for all partitions \(P\), you can create a sub-partition with elements of \(C\) enclosed in a fixed number of shared volumes that are less than \(\epsilon\). This
shows a subset of the rationality contained in the \(\int_A\chi_C = 0.\) 3-16 interval \([0,1]\\) interval (we have already seen that the boundary is a full gap, which is not a measure of 0). Allow partitions from 3-17 \(P\) as \(A\). For \(\epsilon\), surround \S_1 (\cdots,S_i\cdots\cdots\) with a closed rectangle \(\sum v(S_i) &lt; \epsilon\). \(P\) is a sub-partition of \(P\)
that contains all these rectangles. Then \[L(\chi_C,P') = \sum m_{S_i}(\chi_C)v(S_i) &lt; \epsilon.\] after \(l(\chi_C,P) \(\chi_C,P))) \(\chi_C,P'chi_C\)) because an integral exists\(\int_A \chi_C = 0\). 3-18 We have \(\inf{U(f,P)} = 0\), but then \(\{x\colon f(x)&gt;1/n\\\\) must be enclosed in a rectangle of any small volume; otherwise the set contributes at least \
(\epsilon). Go to the largest row bound to \(U\). Therefore, \(\{x\colon f(x)&gt;1/n\}\)) has content 0. Now \(C = \{x\colon f(x) eq 0\} = \bigcup_i \{x\colon f(x) &gt; 1/i\}) - that is, \(C\) is the measurement itself because it is a cessometer for a set of measurement 0. Question 3-19 3-11, \(U\) has a non-0 measurement boundary. However, \[\text{boundary}(U) - V
\subset \text{boundary}(U-V)\]]] Therefore, if \(V\) measures 0\(\text{boundary}(U-V))), the subset of the measurement cannot have non-0 measurements, so it cannot measure 0 by itself. In issue 3-20 3-12, directly as follows: By definition of 3-21 boundaries, \(\text{boundary}(C)\) iff can be arbitrarily enclosed in a small rectangle \(S_X\in S_1.\), and the result
of the problem is easily followed by the fact that it is [S_2\subset S_1\). Split the default set as shown in issue 3-21 3-21, so that the boundary of \(A\) is covered with a rectangle of \(S_1-S_2\) of volumes less than \(\epsilon\). The \(S_2\) is then a closed set (consisting of a finite sum of closed sets) and is bounded by a subset of bounded \(A\). Therefore, \
(C\) is compact and \(\int_{A-C}1 &lt; \sum_{S\ to S_1-S_2}v(S) &lt; \epsilon\). Because 3-23 \(C\) has content 0, the attribute function in question can't be integrated with integration zeros per problem 3-15. Fubini's theorem is \[ \int_A \mathbf{\mathcal{L}} = \int_A \mathbf{\mathcal{U}} = 0, \] by linearity of integration \] \int_A \mathbf{U}-\mathbf{\mathcal{L}=0.\
now, Because integrand is negative, a non-0 set by problem 3-18 measures 0. This set is the same as \(A'\). Take these \(x\) then \[ \[\mathcal{U}\int_B\chi_C (x,y)&gt; \mathcal{L}int_B\chi_C(x,y)dy.\] But this means \(\{y: (x,y) \\)) content is not 0 and consequently \\\). 3-24 First \(C\\ ) shows that there is content 0. Take \(\epsilon &gt; 0\) and allow \(S_1 =
[0,1]\time [0,\epsilon/2]\\).) This rectangle covers all elements of \(p/q,y), \(C\) and \(1/q \leq \epsilon/2\). The remaining elements are contained in the finite number of segments in the form \(p/q \time 1/q\), such as \(\(\epsilon/2\). Now, for all \(p/q\) sets, \([0,1/q]\) is not content 0 (Theorem 3-5), so in this case, all the other sets of numbers in \(A'\) are all sets of
different numbers in \([0,1]\). With 3-25 Funini's cleanup and induction, \[\int_{[a_1,b_1]\time \cdots \time [a_n,b_n]} 1 &gt; 0 \] Easy to see for all \(n\). However, problem 3-15 the content zero set has a volume of 0. 3-26 \(A_f\) has a boundary of \([0,1]\\\\\0\} \{0\} \0\}\
[0,f)]]\\\0\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \cup \text{graph}(f)\)). The first three elements of this set total make it easy to see content 0. Therefore, you only need to prove \(\{(x,f)))\colon x\) of [a,b]\}\\\\]]]]]]]]]]]]]][]]][]]]][]]]][]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]])\{{{]]]]]]])\.]
This is almost immediate in the definition of integration: \(f\) can be consolidated, so it can be divided into \[k_i,l_i]\) intervals, so \[l_i sum_i k_i]M_{[k_i,l_i]}}}(f)-m_{[k_i,l_i]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] You can cover graphs of \(f\) with rectangles \([k_i,l_i]\time [m_{[k_i,l_i]}}(f), M_{[k_i,l_i]}}}(f)]]]))) of randomly small volumes. You can now apply The Problem's Cleanup. First, \(f\)
must achieve the maximum value at the compression interval \[a,b]\). Call this maximum \(B\). Then \start{sort*} \int_{A_f} 1 &amp;amp; = \int_{[a,b]\time[0,B]} \chi_{A_f}\\\int_{[a,b]\int_{[0,f]]}}}1\,dx \\\\int_{[a,b]}f \end{align*} 3-27 Defect \(C = \{(x,y)\to [a,b]^2\colon x\leq y\}\).). By problem 3-26, \(C\) can be measured jordan. \(f\) is continuous and could not be
integrated. Funini's theorem gives us a direct \int_Cf = \int_a^b \int_a^y f(x,y)dx dy = \int_a^b \int_x^b f(x,y)dy dx.\] 3-28 enter (a\). You can assume \(D_{1,2}f(a) = D_{2,1}f(a)\) or \(D_{1,2}f(a) - D_{2,1}f(a) &gt; 0\) (0\if the difference is small). , we use exactly the same reasoning to get to the contradictions). Now that the derivatives are continuous, it means
that there is an open set \(O\) containing \(D_{1,2}f(a) - D_{2,1}f(a) &gt; 0\) rectangle \(A = [a,b]\\time [c,d]\i\) these \({D_ 1,&gt; 2}f- D_). Now, use Funini's cleanup to \start{sort*} \int_A D_{1,2}f - D_{2,1}f &amp;amp; = \int_{a,b]} \int_{[c,d]}D_{1,2}f(x,y) - D_{2,1}f (x,y)\,dy\\\\\\int_{[a,b]}\\bigl (D_1f(x,d)-D_1f(x,c)\\ bigr)\\,dx -\int_{[a,b]}\bigr (D_2f(b,y)-D_2f(a)
,\bigl)\\,dy\\\\,--\\,--=f(b,d)-f (b, c) -f (a, c)-f (a, c)-f (a,c)-c)-f .d)-f (a,d)+f (a,c)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\0, \end{Sort*} a contradiction. Using the above cleanup, we wrote down all the iterations on the first line and switched the order of integration from the
second line to the second. 3-30 ERRATUM: The stated problem is minor. Instead of \[\int_{[0,1]}\int_{[0,1]\\chi_C (x,y)\,dx\,dy =\int_ {[0,1}\int_{[0,1]\chi_C(x,y)\,dy\,dx = 0.\] (\int_{[0,1]^2}\chi_C\) does not exist chi_C int_. by similar reasoning , \[\int_{[0,1]}\chi_C(x,y)dy =0.\] In these two facts, the result is followed directly by \(\int_{[0,1]} 0 = 0\). 3-31 Definition \
(g_{x^{-i}(x^i):= g_{x^1,\cdots, x^{i-1}, x^{i+1}, \cdots, x^n} (x^i) = f (x^1,\cdots,x^n).\). In addition, \(A_{-i}(x)\)) is a set \([a_1,x^1]\\time \cdots \times [a_{i-1}, x^{i-1}] \Time [a_{i+1}, x^{i+1}] \Time \cdots \Time [a_n,x^n\]]. As \(f\) is continuous The cleanup we can freely exchange the order of integrations \[F(x) = \int_A f = \int_ {[a_i,x^}\int_ A_{A_{-i}} f.\] This yield
\start {sort*} D_iF(x) D_i\int_{[a_i,x^i]} \int_ {A_{-i}(x)} f\\\\\\\\\\\int_\\\\\\A_{-i}(x)} f (t^1,\cdots,t^{i-1},x ^i,t^{i+1}, \cdots,t^{{-i}, \end{alignment*} after 3-32 \(\int_c^yD_2f(x,y)\,dy =f(x,y)-f(x,y)-f (x,y)-f (x,y)-f (x,y)-f (x,y) )-f (x, y) -f (x, y)-f (x, y) -f (x, y) -f (x, y) -f (x, y) -f (x, y) -f (x, y) -x) -f (x, y) -f (x, y) -f (x ,y)-f(x,y)-f (x,y)c)\\, we have \[F(y) = \int_a^bf(x,y)\,dx =
\int_a^b\left (\int_c^yD_2f (x,y)\,dy + f (x,c)\right)\\\,dx now, \Start{Sort*} F(y) and = \int_a^b\left (\int_c^yD_2f (x,y)\,dy +f(x,c)\right)\,dx\\\\--=\int_a^b\int_c^yD_2f (x,y)\,\ dy\,dx+\int_a^bf(x,c)\,dx\\\\\=\\\\\\\int_c int_a^bD_2f (x,y\\,dx\,dy\\\int_a \end{align*} Where we use all linearity to get the second equality, Fubini's theorem has resulted in final equality; in the
basic theorem of this and calculus, it is directly following \[F'(y) = \int_a^bD_2f(x,y)\,dx.\D_2f D_2f] ,y)\) and \(y) = D_2f (x,y)\) to ensure that the appropriate lower and upper integrals are the same in the cleanup. 3-33 (a) In the basic theorem of the calculus, \(D_1F (x,y) = f(x,y)\).). Question 3-32, \(D_2F(x,y) = \int_a^xD_2f(t,y)\,dt.\) (b) We can write \(g(x) = F
(g(x), x).\). We \start {sort *} DG (x) and = D_1F (g (x), x)Dg (x)+D_2F(g)(x),x)d id\\&amp;amp;; = f(g(x), x) (x), x) (x) int_a+\int_a^{g(x)}D_2f (t, x)\,dt. With the rules of \end{align*} 3-34 Leibnitz in mind, calculate \start{sort*} D_1f (x,y) &amp; = g_1 (x,0) + \int_0^y D_1g_2(x,t)\,dt\\\\g_1\\\\int_0^yD_2g_1 int_0^^(x,t)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\g_1 int_0 \end{align*} 3-36 In the
fuvini's theorem, follows: 3-37 (a) First, assume that \(\int_{(0,1)}f\) exists. In other words, there is a split between the allowable open cover \(\mathcal{O}\) and \(0,1)\) of [0,1]\) and the division of the unity dependent on \(\mathcal{O})[2] \sum_{\phi\in\phi}\\__int_{(0,1)\phi\f] \(f\) is bounded to some open set around each point in \(0,1)\. By Theorems 3-11 and 312, we can select \[\mathcal{O} = \{(\epsilon, 1\epsilon)\\}\\\\]]]. By Theorem 3-11(4), We can sort epsilon_j \(\phi\in\in\\\) in the same order as if \(\leq j\), \(\phi_i\) 0 external \(\epsilon_i,1\epsilon_i)) and \(\phi_j\)\) are \(\(\\) (epsilon_j epsilon_j\)epsilon_i). Then, for each partial sum \(\sum_{i=1}phi_i f int_\) \(\int_{epsilon_k}{1-\epsilon_k}), for \(\epsilon_k,\)),
epsilon_k an expanded one exists only if an expanded one-piece exists. (b) This question is broken - see, for for example. Because the 3-38 definition \(\mathcal{A}_n=\int_{A_n}f.\) series \(\mathcal{A}_n)\)) converges conditionally. Converges to any actual value. Converge \(\alpha_n)_{n=1}^\\\]) to \(\alpha\) and \(\beta_n)_{n=1}^\\) so that it can be another
rearranged. If you converge to \(\beta.\), click \(i_1\) \(\sum_{n=1}}i_1}alpha_n = \Alpha | \leq 1/4\). Then select \(i_2\) to select \(sum_{n=1}^{i_2}\alpha_n - \alpha | \leq 1/8\). 이러한 방식으로 원래 두 시퀀스를 파티션하는 인덱스 시퀀스 \((i_1,i_2,\cdots)를 선택할 수 있습니다.\(\sum_{n=i_k}{{{i_{k+1}\\alpha_n| \leq 1/2^k\)) \(a_k=\sum_{n=i_k}}}}{i_{k+1}\alpha_n,\) 시
퀀스 \((a_i)__{i=1}^\infty\)가 절대적으로 수렴하는 경우 \(\alpha.\) 물론 우리는 \((\beta_i)를 분할하여 시퀀스를 얻을 수 있습니다. \(\beta.\)에 절대적으로 수렴되는 합계는 이제 다음 통일 성 분할을 고려합니다: \[ \phi_k(x) = \시작{사례} 1 및 \텍스트{}}\alpha_i x\,\alpha_i, i\in [i_k,i_{k+1}\\\\\\\\\\텍스트{그렇지 않으면} \end{\] 표기법의 일부 남용과 함께 우리는 \(\alpha_i =
\int_{A_n}f\) 및 \(A_n.\) 다음, 시공하여 \(\alpha_i\)를 작성하는 경우, \(\sum_{\phi\in\Phi}=\phi\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\cdot f | \alpha.\) 우리는 합계가 \(\beta\)로 수렴하도록 통합 \(\Phi\)의 분할을 구성할 수 있습니다. 3-39 \(B\)를 임계 점 집합(즉\ (\det g'(x) = 0\)이 \(B.\)인 경우 설정하자. By Sard's Theorem and Problem 3-4, \begin{align*} \int_{g(A)}f &amp;= \int_{g(A)-g(B)}f +
\int_{g(B)} f\\ &amp;= \int_{g(A)-g(B)}f. \end{align*} Since the determinant is nonzero on \(g(A)-g(B)\), we can apply Theorem 3-13 as follows: \begin{align*} \int_{g(A)}\chi_{g(A)-g(B)}\cdot f &amp;= \int_{A} (\chi_{g(A)-g(B)}\cdot f \circ g)|\det g'|\\ &amp;= \int_{g(A)} (\chi_{g(A)-g(B)}\circ g)\cdot (f\circ g) \cdot |\det g'|\\ &amp;= \int_{g(A)} (f\circ g) \cdot |\det g'|,
\end{align*} where the last equality follows as \(\chi_{g(A)-g(B)} = 0\) if and only if \(|\det g'| = 0\) by construction of \(g(B).\) 3-41 (a) If \(r\cos{\theta} = s\cos{\phi}\) and \(r\sin{\theta} = s\sin{\phi}\) 두 방정식을 정사각형으로 추가하고 함께 추가하여 \(r=s.\) 그러나 \(\sin{\theta}=\sin{\phi}\) 및 죄는 \( \(1-1\) for 0,2\pi)\, and \(f\) is injected. We can calculate derivatives
directly: \[f'(r,\theta) = \start{pmatrix} \start{\theta} and -r\sin{\theta}\\sin{\theta}\sin{\theta} and r\cos{\theta} \end{pmatrix}. It is equally easy to ensure that \] \[det f' (r,\theta) = r &gt; 0,\] and the last part of the sub-problem are also easily followed (the second dimension of the domain does not contain an integer of \(2\pi\), which excludes half-line \(y=0, x&gt;0\).
(b) It is easy to confirm that this is a station. For derivatives\ (xeq 0\) \ direct calculation \[ P' (x,y) = \start{pmatrix} \frac{x}{#sqrt{x^2+y^}#2+y^2 }}}\\ \frac{y}{\sqrt{x^2+y^2}} and \frac{x}{\sqrt{x^2+y^2}} \End{pmatrix}. \] \(x=0\) Use the rules in L'Hospital to achieve the same result. (c) The first part is as follows: In Theorem 3-13 and in fact \(|det P'(x,y)=
\sqrt{x^2+y^2} = r(x,y)\) setting \(B_r\) is only a ball of radius\(r\), which is only the radius between the circle of \radius (0\) and the circle of radius (r\). (d) 첫째, \(h(x,y) = e^{-(x^2+y^2)}\)와 \(r,\테타) = e^-r{-r^2}\) 다음 \(h,y) = g(x,y),\테타(x,y))가 다음과 같은 경우\int_ {B_r} e^{-(x^2+y^2)} &amp;amp;= \int_0^r\,\int_0^{{{{2\pi}r e^_r_----^2} d\테타 dr\\\&amp;amp;= 2\pi
\\\\&amp;amp;= 2\pi \int_0\\\{1}{2}\\\int_0^\\___----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------\-2}\\\ 0^r\\ &amp;amp; =
\pi(1-e^{-r^2}) , \end{align*} Where you reached the second equality using Funini's cleanup. For the second equality, use Funini's cleanup again: \{sort*} \int_{C_r}e{- (x^2+y^2)}}},dx\,dy\,\int_{-int_ r^\r\int_{-r}r e^{-(x^2+y^2)}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} }}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}*******{int_{-r}^r\int_ {-r}^r e^x^2}e{-y^2},dy\\\\\\\\\\\=left (\int_{-r}r e{-x^2}}.^2}.
\end{align*}(e) \(C_r\) is contained in the square (d) of the side \(r\sqrt{2}}}} that contains \(B_r\) and is included in \(B_{r\sqrt{2}}}}). Included in \(\lim_{R\Right Arrow\\]} \int_ B_R{}e{- (x^2+y^2)}. \,dy = \pi\), hence its \(\lim_{R\rightarrow\infty} \int_{C_R} e{- (x^2+y^2)}}dx\,* dy =\pi.\) d int_x\,dy = \pi.\) [dx =\sqrt{\pi}.\) \sqrt{\pi}.\) \sqrt{\pi}.\)
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